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Learning from Errors. Systematic Analysis of
Complex Writing Errors for Improving Writing
Technology
Cerstin Mahlow
Abstract In this paper, we describe ongoing research on writing errors with the ul-
timate goal to develop error-preventing editing functions in word-processors. Draw-
ing from the state-of-the-art research in errors carried out in various fields, we pro-
pose the application of a general concept for action-slips as introduced by Norman
[39]. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by using a large corpus of writ-
ing errors in published texts. The concept of slips considers both the process and the
product: some failure in a procedure results in an error in the product, i.e., is visible
in the written text. In order to develop preventing functions, we need to determine
causes of such visible errors.
1 Introduction
Published texts by native-language, expert writers—or more generally: finished
texts, i.e., when the author has no intention to carry out further revisions, but submits
the text to the reader or publisher, even if carefully proofread by the author—still
contain numerous errors. Examples are sentences without finite verbs (Dabei es
vielfa¨ltige Arbeitsbereiche. [missing gibt as second word], Sie sich viel Zeit fu¨r den
Bettenkauf. [missing Nehmen as first word]), duplicate words (Wir fliegen wie ge-
plant am 30. Oktober nach Kairo fliegen [last fliegen should be removed], This was
former camel trading venue was home to the 1982 stock market crash in Kuwait,
which wiped out many billions in regional wealth at the time. [first was should be re-
moved]), superfluous words (like when you’re sitting at a someone else’s computer),
or agreement errors (Von der grauhaarigen Frau sieht Christin nur zuckenden den
Ru¨cken.) [should be den zuckenden Ru¨cken]).
In a US-wide study on error types in native-language college-student writing (us-
ing final drafts of essays), Lunsford and Lunsford [32] in 2008 found similar errors
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as Connors and Lunsford [3] had identified in a comparable study 20 years before.
In the late 1980s, students still wrote the essays by hand (or with a type-writer),
and thus could not use any automatic checkers. Twenty years later, students used
word processors with spelling and grammar checkers. The number of spelling er-
rors had thus decreased dramatically—from over 30 % to only 6.5 % of all errors.
However, apart from punctuation issues, Lunsford and Lunsford [32] still found a
similar amount of “wrong words,” “vague pronoun references,” “subject-verb agree-
ment errors,” “missing words,” “unnecessary shifts in verb tense,” “fused sentences,”
or “sentence fragments” [32, p. 795], a clear indication that these errors cannot be
detected and corrected by automatic checkers. Additionally, the error rate in 2008
with 2.29 errors per 100 words is very similar to the error rate in 1988 with 2.26
errors per 100 words.
Table 1 Error types as reported by Connors and Lunsford (1988) and Lunsford and Lunsford
(2008) [3, 32], error types found in both studies are marked in bold.
Connors and Lunsford (1988) Lunsford and Lunsford (2008)
Rank Error Type % Error Type %
1 No comma after introductory ele-
ment
11.5 Wrong word 13.7
2 Vague pronoun reference 9.8 Missing comma after an introduc-
tory element
9.6
3 No comma in compound sentence 8.6 Incomplete or missing documentation 7.1
4 Wrong word 7.8 Vague pronoun reference 6.7
5 No comma in non-restrictive ele-
ment
6.5 Spelling error (including homonyms) 6.5
6 Wrong/missing inflected endings 5.9 Mechanical error with quotation 6.4
7 Wrong or missing preposition 5.5 Unnecessary comma 5.2
8 Comma splice 5.5 Unnecessary/missing capitalization 5.2
9 Possessive apostrophe error 5.1 Missing word 4.6
10 Tense shift 5.1 Faulty sentence structure 4.4
11 Unnecessary shift in person 4.7 Missing comma in a non-restrictive
element
3.8
12 Sentence fragment 4.2 Unnecessary shift in verb tense 3.8
13 Wrong tense or verb form 3.3 Missing comma in a compound sen-
tence
.6
14 Subject-verb agreement 3.2 Unnecessary/missing apostrophe in-
cluding its/it’s
3.1
15 Lack of comma in serie 2.7 Fused (run-on) sentence 3.0
16 Pronoun agreement error 2.6 Comma splice 2.9
17 Unnecessary commawith restrictive
element
2.4 Lack of pronoun-antecedent agree-
ment
2.7
18 Run-on or fused sentence 2.4 Poorly integrated quotation 2.7
19 Dangling or misplaced modifier 2.0 Unnecessary or missing hyphen 2.5
20 Its/it’s error 1.0 Sentence fragment 2.4
Table 1 gives a comparison of the 20 top-most identified error types and percent-
ages of total errors. As spelling errors had been identified the most common error
by far in the 1988-essays, they had been excluded in this listing, however, in 2008,
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they made rank 5 with only 6.5 % of all errors. This change is a clear indicator that
using spell checkers helped students correct most of the spelling errors. However,
almost two third of the errors identified as frequent in 1988 still are in the list of
frequent errors in 2008—marked bold in table 1. The order changed, but “wrong
words,” “no comma after introductory element,” and “vague pronoun reference”
are the most common errors, summing up to ca. 30 % of all errors. Here, grammar
checkers obviously didn’t help students.
When produced by skilled writers, these errors can be considered performance er-
rors rather than competence errors. The fact that they appear in published texts—see
the collection in appendix A of [34]—indicates that these errors cannot be automat-
ically detected and corrected by state-of-the-art grammar checkers, as Gubelmann
[19] confirmed in a small-scale study for German errors. In the last decade, various
studies [59, 26, 48] pointed out general deficits of checkers for English and German
in larger studies.
In language-learning scenarios, the focus should be clearly on competence errors
and how to advise students. For experienced writers, performance errors are more
common, so a different approach is needed for detecting errors and providing appro-
priate feedback. It would be even better to provide editing functions helping writers
to prevent performance errors. As shown in [34], a large variety of editing functions
based on NLP sources could be developed, the results clearly depend on the quality
of the underlying resources. However, from a writing research perspective, the ques-
tion remains which of these functions are really useful, which kind of errors could
be prevented indeed, and how to distinguish performance errors from competence
errors.
In this paper, we propose the use of a well-defined error typology. We first dis-
cuss the state-of-the-art in error research in several fields in section 2, and illustrate
relevant methods in writing research, NLP, and writing technology in section 3. In
section 4 we then present the application of the general-purpose concept of slips
proposed by Norman [39] to writing and in section 5 we illustrate some examples.
Using Norman’s typology, we can distinguish competence errors from performance
errors, and we can determine the best starting point for the design of preventive
editing functions.
2 Research on Errors
Errors in writing are investigated in various research fields. In the field of writing
research, there is only little published research on errors in the last decades (except
for learning to write in a second language), for example [3, 53, 32]. However, all
studies try to systematize the errors found in writing samples; they take the writ-
ten evidence as starting point and develop coding schemes. These studies aim to
compare writing abilities of students and to design pedagogically motivated writing
strategies to help students become better writers. They do not investigate how these
errors have been produced nor how to prevent these errors by means of improved
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writing technology. A common research question in writing research is to explore
how writers react to given or produced errors—thus a behavioral focus is chosen.
Mostly, each study comes up with an ad-hoc coding scheme, making it difficult
to compare findings across studies. As an illustration consider table 1: Although
one of the authors (Andrea Lunsford) was involved in both studies and the study
from 2008 clearly was intended to provide a follow-up, the authors used different
namings for (probably) identical error classes—e.g., “no comma after introductory
element” vs. “missing comma after an introductory element.”
In applied linguistics and second language acquisition, research on errors started
with the collection of learner data in the late 1980s. The aim was to advance the un-
derstanding of language acquisition to develop better pedagogical approaches tai-
lored to language learners’ needs. However, even recent studies concerned with
cognitive aspects of errors do not focus on the process, but on the produced lan-
guage units (see for example [18, 47]). In the context of the online available Falko
corpus1, Lu¨deling et al. [31] argue for annotation on various levels, to be able to
distinguish competence errors and performance errors.
They also aim to come up with an explanation for an observed error, but restrict
this to meta-explanations referring to the learners language biography like “transfer
problems” [31], which clearly refer to competence errors only. This is in line with
earlier research, restricting possible explanations to psycholinguistic, sociolinguis-
tic, epistemic, or discourse structure sources.
In error annotation in learner corpora, we find various coding schemes, which
raises problems for systematic analysis and the application of NLP methods. As
Meurers puts it:
There is so far no consensus, though, on the external and internal criteria, that is, which error
distinctions are needed for which purpose and which distinctions can reliably be annotated
based on the evidence in the corpus and any meta-information available about the learner
and the activity which the language was produced for. [35, p. 6]
In the field of computational linguistics, most of the research on errors is con-
cerned with students (i.e., writing novices) writing in their first or second language
(for an overview, see [27])—a similarity to error analysis in writing research and
language acquisition. However, the goals are different: Researchers code errors in
learner corpora to improve checkers [17], to develop applications for computer-
assisted language learning [36], or to make syntactical parsers more robust [14].
Coding schemes are generally developed from scratch (for an overview, see [8])
without reference to the coding schemes developed in writing research.
However, an agreed-upon standard on error annotation would be a prerequi-
site for the development of any writing support in learning scenarios or in tutor-
ing systems [35]. Also in computational linguistics, error analyses for experienced
writers—i.e., skilled authors writing in L1 and familiar with the topic, genre, and
tools involved—are rare. One of the few examples are Napolitano and Stent [37],
who work on a personalizable writing assistance program for advanced learners of
1 https://www.linguistik.hu-berlin.de/institut/professuren/
korpuslinguistik/forschung/falko
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English. The target group are thus L2 writers, but familiar with topic, genre, and
tools.
Neither writing research, applied linguistics, nor computational linguistics draw
on more general research on errors, which is an important topic in psychology. With
respect to performance errors, in the early 1980s, Norman [39, 40] proposed a very
strong theoretical framework for the classification of action slips:
Call the highest level specification of a desired action an intention [. . . ]. An error in the
intention is called a mistake. An error in carrying out the intention is called a slip. [40,
p. 254]2
The concept of slips combines the process and the product: some failure in a pro-
cedure results in an error in the product. Currently error analyses in writing research,
applied linguistics, and computational linguistics focus exclusively on the product:
the text produced is explored manually or automatically to find and code errors to
deduce error correction and to propose better language-learning approaches. The
same strategy is used by checkers: they process written text to detect errors and
suggest corrections. How this error might have been produced is not considered.
According to Norman, slips are frequently caused by the design of the tools used:
when the user has to carry out a complex sequence of operations to achieve a goal,
this will often result in cognitive overload [40]. Many slips can thus be prevented by
better designed tools, which offer functions operating in line with the users’ cogni-
tive model and thus reduce cognitive load. To develop such tools to support writing,
a detailed and systematic analysis of writing errors and their causes is needed, but
has not been carried out so far.
Although the different nature or competence errors and performance errors is ad-
dressed in earlier studies in applied linguistics and second language acquisition, e.g.,
by Corder [5] and Ellis [10], research in this area focuses on competence errors. Sur-
prisingly, we find a divergent terminology. Competence errors (“mistakes” accord-
ing to Norman) are called “errors”—and are in the focus of research—while per-
formance errors (“slips” according to Norman) are called mistakes—and as Corder
puts it: “Mistakes are of no significance to the process of language learning” [5,
p. 167]. Additionally, those “mistakes” are not easily distinguishable from “errors”
[10, p. 50-54]. With our approach to not only look at the failure in the product, but
to consider also the failure in the procedure as inherent in the concept of “slips”, we
can address this issue. For our purposes, we stick with the terminology proposed by
Norman, i.e., mistakes vs. slips.
2 Emphasis in the original.
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3 Relevant Areas
3.1 Research on Writing Processes
When writers use electronic writing tools, writing process data can be collected
using keystroke-logging tools. Van Waes et al. [57] and Sullivan and Lindgren
[55] provide a good overview of keystroke-logging technology. Originally, logging
tools were developed to allow for better analysis of revising operations carried out
by writers. The first large-scale study was performed by Flinn in 1987 [12], who
logged writers using the Milliken Word Processor [54] with the logging program
COMPTRACE over the period of a year.
Today’s keystroke-logging tools, such as Inputlog3 [30], can record all user ac-
tions in an unobtrusive way. This has lead to an increase in writing studies in-
vestigating writing in the workplace or in other natural writing situations, e.g.,
[44, 43, 58, 28].
However, manual inspection and interpretation of logging data is a demanding
task. In the 1990s, S-notation was developed as a standard notation for encoding
the evolvement of text—i.e., insertions, deletions, cursor movements, and pauses
[52, 25]. Data from keystroke-logging tools can be transformed into S-notation data
automatically. Based on this encoding, it is possible to understand which operations
have been carried out by the writer. S-notation may also serve as input for tools that
play back the writing session.
In S-notation, the writer’s revisions are coded directly in the text. For each inser-
tion or deletion, a break (“|”) marks the last position before the action; insertions
are enclosed by curly braces, deletions are enclosed by square braces. An index
for each of break, insertion, and deletion, indicates the order of those actions. For
logging data as presented in the example in figure 1, manual inspection of the S-
notation data is possible. However, for real-world data as shown in figure 2, manual
inspection is not feasible.
S-Notation:
Th[r|1]1e q{u}2ick|2 brown [dog]5{f}5|6{[i]7|8{o}8|9x}6|7 jumps over
the [{old }4|5]lazy [d|3]3[fox]9|{dog}10|11.|4 The end[. |12]12!
Produced text:
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. The end!
Fig. 1 Example writing process data presented in S-notation
The extract in figure 2 shows the creation of one sentence by a journalist encoded
in S-notation. The data has been collected between September 2006 and March 2007
as part of 120 writing sessions from 15 journalists from two Swiss broadcasters
3 http://www.inputlog.net
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(SRF and RTS). The finished texts comprise TV news items ranging from 30 to 270
seconds. [45] The final product produced here is the rather short sentence:
Doch: Fast jedes dritte Medikament, das der Basler Pharmamulti auf den Markt wirft,
stammt gar nicht aus der eigenen Forschung, sondern wurde wa¨hrend der Entwicklungsphase
eingekauft – von Uni-Labors oder kleineren Biotechfirmen.
Doch: {Fast}148|149[J]149|150{j}150|151edes dritte
[Medikament]199|200{[Pra¨parat]627|628}200|201{Medikament}628|629, das
{de192 [s]192 |193{r }193|194Basler Pharmamulti[s |192]194|195}191,
[Novartis]195|196 auf den Markt wirft, [ist gar |39]
39stammt gar
nicht aus der eig[he|40]40enen Forschung, sondern wurde [zu einem
bestimmten Zeitpunkt41[ von |41]41 ]174 |175{[eingekauft|176]176,
[eingekauft|177]177, [zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt ]641|642
{wa¨hrend der Entwicklungsphase}642 |643 eingekauft -}175|178
von [Uni[versita¨ten]201|202]204|205 [{[f]205|206{F}206|207
[a|203]203orschern}202|204 {der Unis}207|208]208|209 {Uni-Labors }209|210
[doer|42]42oder [anderen [P|43]43Firmen]80|81 {kleine[re]179|180n
[Pharma- oder]180|181 Biotechfirmen}81|82 [eingekauft]178|179.
Fig. 2 S-notation example (from writing session sf zvz 070118 2150 keller
novartis snt 1)
Writing processes can also be visualized by progression analysis as a path
through the evolving text, as developed by Perrin [42, 43, 44], and used in vari-
ous studies (see for example [46, 9]). This representation is also used to collabora-
tively develop writing strategies together with writers. However, on a more technical
level, there is a lack of appropriate analysis and visualization algorithms to be able
to investigate writing processes on various levels with different granularity for large
amounts of keystroke-logging data.
While S-notation is designed for representing natural language text, it only en-
codes insertion and deletion of strings of characters; it does not take into ac-
count linguistic units. Leijten et al. [29] were the first—and up to now the only—
researchers who applied natural language processing (NLP) tools to S-notation data
for texts in Dutch and English, enriching them with basic linguistic information in
order to facilitate higher-level analyses of the data.
3.2 Research on Writing Technology
Research on tools and automated support for programmers is an ongoing topic (e.g.,
[24, 41, 1]). However, as shown in a research survey in [34, pp. 57–63], research on
tools for writers of natural language text and their influence on the writing process
stopped in the 1980s; projects like RUSKIN [60] or the Editor’s Assistant [7] did
not result in actual products, systems like AUGMENT [11]—which was in some
respects more advanced than today’s word processors—disappeared.
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Automated linguistic support for writers available in today’s mainstream word
processors (e.g., Microsoft Word), is restricted to grammar and spell checking; while
technically more advanced (see [21]), conceptually it does not go much beyond what
tools like the UNIX Writer’s Work Bench [33] offered in the 1970s.
As can be seen at conferences like “COMPUTERS AND WRITING” or in jour-
nals like “KAIROS”4, writing research for the most part treats writing technology
as a given that cannot be changed; the focus is thus on creative uses of its affor-
dances in order to discover or develop new kinds of writing beyond the production
of alphabetical text.
3.3 Incremental Parsing
Applying NLP to writing poses two main challenges: first, the text is growing during
writing, so that newly written parts have to be added to the parse tree, and revised
parts have to be updated. Second, the text is still unfinished. Parsing has to be robust,
so that it can handle ill-formedness, incompleteness, and inconsistency (the “I3”,
as Van De Vanter [56] calls them). These two challenges are mostly investigated
separately in computational linguistics.
For parsing text as it is created, incremental parsers are used. Incremental parsers
in the field of computational linguistics analyze their input word by word and start
to construct a parse tree immediately. Incremental parsing is typically (though not
exclusively) used in the context of acoustic speech recognition; approaches for in-
cremental parsing therefore usually assume a linear evolvement of text. However,
writing is not incremental in the sense that speech is incremental; in contrast to
speakers, writers can actually go back and alter the text produced so far. This means
that written text does not evolve linearly, and reparsing is needed if earlier text is
changed. In order to avoid costly reparsing, it would be preferable to modify the
parse tree built-up so far. This extended understanding of incrementality is well
known in computer science, in particular in the context of interactive programming
environments, e.g., [4]. It is only rarely addressed in NLP, though; one such exam-
ple is Wire´n [61]. In general, incremental parsers for natural languages focus on
handling linearly expanding text, e.g., [49, 6, 38, 22].
Research on robust parsing, i.e., on parsers that are able to handle ungrammati-
cal input gracefully, is often done in the context of applications such as processing
of learner language or user-generated content [27, 13], and, of course, grammar
checking [23, 21, 2]. The combination of robust and incremental parsing is mainly
researched in the context of speech recognition [15, 16]; Schulze [50] shows the im-
plementation of a robust parser applying an incremental grammar formalism (Left-
Associative Grammar [20]) outside the domain of speech processing.
4 http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/
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4 Approach
4.1 Research Goals
The spelling and grammar checkers in today’s word processors are useful tools,
since authors tend to overlook errors in their own writing; instead, they read what
should be there [44]. However, even state-of-the-art checkers are not capable of
detecting and correcting all errors. Preliminary research indicates that many of the
remaining errors can be explained as action slips. Norman [40] has demonstrated
that the occurrence of slips can be minimized by improving the design of systems.
The question posed here is thus: How can such non-detectable errors in writing be
prevented by more ergonomic writing tools, which use online analysis of the writing
process?
Our research aims to develop language-aware editing functions integrated into
word processors that help to prevent errors. Such functions will be based on a
systematic analysis of complex writing errors and interactive incremental NLP re-
sources. We follow a holistic approach, combining methods and resources from
writing research, computational linguistics, document engineering, software engi-
neering, and XML technology, thus making this research entirely interdisciplinary.
To avoid costly re-implementation of core functionality writers expect (e.g., copy-
paste, general navigation, undo function), we rather integrate new functions into
existing word processors, but do not build new ones from scratch.
In general, the development of writing technology should (a) be based on insights
from writing research—projects like RUSKIN failed, because they did not take into
account actual user needs—, (b) make use of NLP methods and tools—since the
1980s, a lot of effort went into the development of NLP resources and tools, so the
overall situation today is much better than several decades ago5—, and (c) benefit
from development in hardware—programs like Epistle from IBM [23] were not
commercially successful, because they were computationally too expensive at that
time. Here, we address all three obstacles for earlier projects: actual writing process
data is used as basis for the implementation, NLP resources today are of a reasonable
quality and can be executed fast enough to be integrated into real-world applications
running on laptops.
We focus on experienced L1 authors writing in German, where most of the errors
could be classified as performance errors—authors would detect the errors them-
selves when reading the respective text some time later or after a media break (e.g.,
reading on paper instead on screen or using a different layout or font). Mechanical
errors that can be reliably detected and corrected by standard grammar and spell
checkers, e.g., sentence-initial capitalization, are not in the scope here.
5 As an example, in the project Integrated language tools for writing and document handling at
KTH Stockholm (http://www.nada.kth.se/iplab/langtools/), the development of
linguistic search and editing functions was planned but had to be postponed first and was skipped
in the end, because the required NLP resources would have to be developed in the first place.
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For errors that can reliably be detected and corrected by state-of-the-art check-
ers, there is no specific need to prevent them. For errors that are caused by poorly
designed tools resulting in cognitive overload of the writer, we should distinguish
errors that would be preventable by improving writing tools and errors writers could
easily take care of themselves with some support from the word processor. This will
allow the development of language-aware functions for writing support, with an
emphasis on interaction with the writer and avoiding patronizing.
4.2 Slips in Writing
We start with a detailed analysis of errors, from which we can create a fine-grained
taxonomy of writing errors, applying the concept of slips. The scientific value with
respect to errors is two-fold: (a) It is the first extensive systematic application of the
Norman [39] classification of slips to writing, and (b) it is the first error analysis to
take into account the process of writing by exploring keystroke-logging data.
We use the error corpus collected in the LingURed project6 as starting point
and systematically apply the categorization of slips. The corpus consists of over
200 errors from German texts published in printed or electronic newspapers, books,
and advertisements, which contain typical errors not detectable by checkers (the
examples used here are from this collection). The corpus data is annotated manually
on various levels, e.g., error classes as described by Lunsford and Lunsford [32];
correct and incorrect sub-parse trees; erroneous syntactical elements like agreement
error wrt. adjectives in noun phrases as instance of the class “agreement error,”
missing finite verbs as instance of “missing units,” and stranded verb particles as
instance of “extraneous units.” Based on this annotation, we can develop heuristics
for identifying errors. For example, to identify duplicate verbs, as in the example
Wir fliegen wie geplant am 30. Oktober nach Kairo fliegen, a useful heuristic is the
presence of multiple occurrences of the same word form in a sentence.
Additionally, the general design principles for avoiding slips proposed by Nor-
man [40] can be transferred to editing functions. Some of the classes Norman [39]
proposes can easily be applied to writing errors.
In the rest of this section, we present an overview of applicable classes of slips.
The original names and explanations by Norman [39] are in italic. For each class
we give a general example from everyday live Norman used in his proposal and we
then give examples from writing taken from our error corpus with an explanation on
how this slip had been produced. All examples are German, glosses are given where
necessary.
6 http://lingured.info
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Unintentional activation: when schemas not part of a current action sequence
become activated for extraneous reasons, then become triggered and lead to slips
• Data-driven activation: external events cause activation of schemas
– The most common one is the Stroop phenomenon, where names of colors are
presented in a color that differs from the name, so participants have difficulties
saying the color the word is printed in. [39, p. 9]
• Capture error (When a sequence being performed is similar to another more
frequent or better learned sequence, the latter may capture control)
– When counting something, you fall into a common counting schema, i.e., in-
stead of counting page numbers, it goes like counting cards (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, Jack, Queen, King) [39, p. 8]
– An example in writing is the mixture of the processes of copy-and-paste and
cut-and-paste. Both are very similar and a common failure is to copy some-
thing to a different point in text when it should have been cut-and-pasted. So
the text appears both at the new place and the original one.
Example from the newspaper “Uckermark Kurier”, October 1, 2010, page 21:
Noch gibt es keinerlei Vermutungen, wer in den neu entdeckten Gra¨bern bestat-
tet wurde. In zwei Wochen werden die archa¨ologischen Arbeiten an den Gra¨bern
gestoppt. Dann werden Umbauarbeiten beginnen. In zwei Wochen werden die archa¨o-
logischen Arbeiten an den Gra¨bern gestoppt. Dann werden umfassende Umbauar-
beiten beginnen. Die Bischofskirche wird bis 2014 fu¨r rund 30 Millionen Euro
saniert.
The sentence In zwei Wochen werden die archa¨ologischen Arbeiten an den
Gra¨bern gestoppt. appears twice. The following sentence Dann werden um-
fassende Umbauarbeiten beginnen. does not have the adjective umfassende in
the first place, so here some additional revising took place.
Another example from the newspaper “The New York Times”, Article se-
lected for Su¨ddeutsche Zeitung, July 19, 2010:
The great hope for robots, said Patricia Kuhl, co-director of the Institute for Learn-
ing and Brain Sciences at the University of Washington, great hope for robots, said
Patricia Kuhl, co-director of the Institute for Learning and Brain Sciences at the Uni-
versity of Washington, is that with the right kind of technology at a critical period in
a child’s development, they could supplement learning in the classroom
Loss of activation: when schemas that have been activated lose activation,
thereby losing effectiveness to control behavior
• Forgetting an intention (but continuing with the action sequence)
– You start going to some place but once there, you forgot what you wanted to
do there and try to come up with an arbitrary justification. [39, p. 9]
– Due to misdesign of word processors, it is often hard to find a certain point in
the text. A common situation is to plan a revision at a certain point—the author
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has a clear idea about what to inspect or change there, but he only vaguely
remembers the point in the text. He has to find an action sequence to find this
point (by scrolling or invoking a search function). After navigating to a certain
point in the text, the author forgot what to change here and most probably does
not carry out the intended revision. Here a better navigation in the written text
and probably a different kind of displaying or presenting already written text
is needed. Severinson-Eklundh [51] started to address such issues.
• Misordering the components of an action sequence (including skipping steps and
repeating steps)
– Starting the engine of a car although you already drive or forgetting to put
water in the coffee machine. [39, p. 10]
– Following an example from my own writing:
Die Entwickler von von RUSKIN stellten erst beim Ende des Projektes feststellten,
dass die Autoren ganz andere Funktionen gewu¨nscht und gebraucht ha¨tten.
(‘The developers of of RUSKIN discovered at the end of the project discovered, that
the authors would have needed totally different functions.’)
to discover in German is expressed with a verb with a separable particle (fest-
stellen). The finite verb of the main clause occurs twice, although once in an
incomplete form (the particle is missing for stellten). The complete form fest-
stellten is in the last position of the first part, indicating that this would not
be a main clause (which would be possible with stellten ... fest). So if stell-
ten—because of he missing particle—would be removed, it would result in an
ungrammatical sentence. Removing the finite verb in the wrong position (fest-
stellten) would result in an incomplete main clause. This sentence had been
produced by splitting a longer version into two parts and then revising it—
trying to correct the verb position. Here, help with splitting sentences would
be necessary. Additionally, we have a duplicate von (’of’), also caused by a
revision action.
False triggering: A properly activated schema is triggered at an inappropriate
time
• Falls triggering of acts among the things currently active in mind
– Trying to put down your glasses although not wearing them. [39, p. 7]
– In writing, a common slip is to paste something from the clipboard without
having copied it to the clipboard in the first place. In the best case scenario,
the clipboard had been empty before, so the writer sees that nothing has been
pasted and will go back to actually copy (or cut) the desired text part. In the
worst case, the clipboard contains some text from an earlier action which will
be pasted. The writer will not actually read the pasted part as he already knows
what should be there, so this slip will go unnoticed.
• Spoonerism (Reversal of event components)
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– Reversal of words or parts of
“You have tasted the whole worm” instead of “You have wasted the whole
term” [39, p. 10]
– The example is from the book “Nur Engel fliegen ho¨her” by Wim Westfield,
published in 2008, page 13:
Von der grauhaarigen Frau sieht Christin nur zuckenden den Ru¨cken.
(‘From the gray-haired woman, Christin only sees tremoring the back.’)
The noun phrase zuckenden den Ru¨cken is in wrong order, it should be den
zuckenden Ru¨cken. Here, the adjective zuckenden had been added later and
had been positioned at the wrong place.
• Blends (Combinations of components from two competing schemas)
– Merging close and shut into clut. [39, p. 10]
– From the newspaper “Su¨ddeutsche Zeitung”, July 16, 2010, page 16:
George Washington heißt bei den Haudenosaunee seitdem Hanadahguyus, Stadz-
ersto¨rerenn sie einen Brief an den Pra¨sidenten schreiben, dann lautet die Anrede
stets: Dear Hanadahguyus!
Here, the form Stadtzersto¨rerenn is a blend from Stadtzersto¨rer. Wenn.
• Triggering of schemas meant only to be thought, not to govern action
– Say something you intend to mention later. [39, p. 10]
– In writing, this results in writing the next word in the sentence before the
currently needed one, resulting in missing words like in this sentence from
the newspaper “Uckermark Kurier”, March 22, 2010, page 5:
Die Terrorismus und Spionage zusta¨ndige Ermittlungsbeho¨rde pru¨ft, ob der An-
fangsverdacht einer geheimdienstlichen Straftat vorliegt
(‘The investigative authority terrorism and spying checks, whether there is a initial
suspicion with respect to intelligence crime.’)
Here the preposition fu¨r is missing after the determiner Die. This kind of slips
occurs when writers “think faster than they can type.”
Failure in triggering: When an active schema never gets invoked
• Wondering why person A didn’t make coffee—you forgot to ask.[39, p. 11]
• When writers pause during sentence production they may reread already written
text to check for proper use of anaphora. As they have read the pronoun already,
they skip writing it down, resulting in a missing word (the pronoun) in the final
sentence. Another example are non-finished revisions like replacing one word by
another without deleting the first one as in this example from my own writing:
In Abschnitt 2.1.2.1 sind wir auf Taxonomien von Redigieroperationen eingegangen, die
mehrheitlich aus der Beobachtung von A¨nderungen in Texten entwickelt wurden, jedoch
nicht die urspru¨ngliche Redigierabsicht Absicht der Autoren beru¨cksichtigen.
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Hier two versions of purpose, i.e., Absicht and Redigierabsicht, occur directly
one after the other. I don’t remember which one I liked most in the end, but I
played around with both versions to see which one would read better in the final
sentence. And then I forgot to delete one of them.
As we can see from these examples, writing errors that can be categorized as
“missing words” or “duplicate” words on the surface level may have various causes.
For proper handling—in the best case: preventing these slips—we need to know
the actions carried out before the slip. We might not be able to always detect the
intention of the writer, however, after having identified certain action patterns, it
will be possible to set up experiments triggering those slips where we know the
writers’ intention beforehand.
Additionally, it will be necessary to investigate keystroke-logging data with re-
spect to pausing information to distinguish performance errors due to revision from
misspellings. The latter are often corrected immediately by the writer and can thus
be identified by using typing speed. Considering the length of inter-key intervals
also helps determining boundaries of linguistic units. From a cognitive point of view
it is important to closely relate pausing and revision behavior when analyzing non-
linearity. This allows for the isolation of motoric actions.
5 Examples
The following examples illustrate the research process starting with the error analy-
sis.
5.1 Example 1
Let us consider the following example from the corpus:
Alle Studierenden dokumentieren und reflektieren die vorgegebene Kompetenzen
(‘All students document and reflect on the given [singular] competencies [plural]’)
The phrase die vorgegebene Kompetenzen is ungrammatical as there is no agree-
ment between determiner, adjective, and noun. If it reads die vorgegebene Kompe-
tenz (singular) or die vorgegebenen Kompetenzen (plural), the noun phrase would be
correct. As the surface of the determiner is ambiguous with respect to number, no
change is needed for the determiner. Although it looks like a typo—assuming that
the n as last letter of the adjective was forgotten—an inspection of the keystroke-
logging data (in S-notation) shown below reveals that it is actually a revision error:
Alle Studierenden dokumentieren {und reflektieren}1 [fu¨nf|3]2
{die}3 vorgegebene|1 Kompetenzen. Dabei|2
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The author writes Alle Studierenden dokumentieren fu¨nf vorgegebene then stops
and adds und reflektieren. Then she finishes the first sentence with Kompetenzen. and
begins the next one with Dabei. There she stops again and deletes fu¨nf after which
she adds die (probably she wasn’t sure about the exact number but still wanted to
express that there would be several competencies).
The agreement error could have been prevented if the writer would have been
made aware that changing fu¨nf into die affects a complex noun phrase; this could be
done by highlighting the syntactical structure she is editing, helping to focus on side-
effects of the revision. The system could also suggest the writer to automatically
apply the needed changes, possibly allowing selection from a list of changes, as in
this case the intended number may be either singular or plural.
5.2 Example 2
Another error-prone operation is replacing one term in a text by another term. One
strategy is deleting the term to be replaced and then typing the new term. How-
ever, some writers prefer to make use of letters already typed. Thus, when replacing
Pru¨fung ‘examination’ by U¨berpru¨fung ‘test’ they delete the capital p, and then type
U¨berp. In S-notation this may be coded this way:
[P|2]1{U¨berp}2ru¨fung
This is a very complicated approach, as a result we encounter errors like a forgot-
ten p as in U¨berru¨fung or—having forgotten to delete the P—in U¨berPru¨fung, or a
duplicated p as in U¨berpPru¨fung. Again, these errors could be explained as typing
errors—especially U¨berru¨fung—, we can be sure about the reasons only by looking
at the keystroke-logging data.
To prevent these kind of replacement errors, an appropriate query-and-replace
function should be used. Today’s word processors offer search-and-replace func-
tions, but these functions operate on character sequences only and do not take into
account that natural language text consists of word forms. For inflectional languages
like German, replacing a word by another involves searching for all word forms of
the query word and then replacing it by the corresponding word form of the replace
word, i.e., both forms have to have the same morphosyntactic features.
6 Conclusion
The main goal is to support efficient writing by developing appropriate writing tech-
nology based on a strong theoretical basis developed in this project: a systematic
classification of complex writing errors. For the first time, an error analysis consid-
ers both the product, i.e., the text where the error is visible for a reader, and the
process, i.e., the editing operations causing this error. This analysis will lead to a
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deeper understanding of the relation between cognitive aspects of the writing pro-
cess and the affordances of the tools used. We develop functions to improve word
processors by preventing complex writing errors. These language-aware functions
for writing support will be implemented with an emphasis on interaction with the
writer and avoiding patronizing. For errors that can reliably be detected and cor-
rected by state-of-the-art checkers, there is no specific need to prevent them.
The scientific impact is on the theoretical level (1 and 2) and on a more practical
level (3 and 4):
1. This research opens a new field in error research in writing by a systematic and
empirically sound analysis of product and process as two aspects of errors which
are intrinsically tied together
2. We propose a methodological framework for the classification of complex writ-
ing errors to be used as starting point for improvement of writing technology.
3. We develop methods and tools for analyzing and visualizing large-scale keystroke-
logging data based on XML technology.
4. We implement language-aware editing functions based on incremental interactive
NLP resources, to be integrated into word processors that help to prevent errors
by offering appropriate support to write efficiently.
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